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Coastal's Second Annual
Honor's Banquet was held on
Tuesday, April 13, 1976 at the
Myrtle Beach Air Force Base
Officer's Club. Outstanding students were recognized for
academic, athletic and co-curricular achievements. Dr. Ron
Lackey presided and Dr. Robinson gave the invocation. The
Coastal Carolina Concert Choir
Ensemble, under the direction
of Carolyn Cox, provided the
entertainment.
The SGA Club Service Award
was accepted for the Coastal
Carolina Business Club by
Debbie Peterson, President. This
award is given to the club
deemed to have been the most
active and which performed
the most outstanding service
to the college and community.
The Athletic Awards went to
Cathy Nanee who was voted
Most Valuable Player by her
teammates in both Volleyball
and Basketball: Howard White
our outstanding retiring star
basketball player for the Chants
received Most Valuable Player

for Men's Basketball. The trophy for Most Valuable Player
on the Golf team was presented to Al Brice and Dora Parmley was honored as most inlproved player in Women's
Tennis.
The outstanding students in
academics were De bra Brackin,
Biology ; Debbie Peterson, Business Administration; William
Witter, Government International, Samuel S. Taylor, HIStory Charleen Floyd, Physchology; Patricia Dawes, English ;
James J. Sanders , Marine Science; Rita J. Hunter, Nursing;
Kenneth Richstad, Elementary
Education ; Paula Grainger, Secondary Education; and Larry
Holladay, Physical Education.

Dr. Ballou Skinner recognized
the Coastal Carolina College
Bowl team that competed recently at Georgia Tech, Atlanta GeorgIa, "bowling" over
most of the teams and coming
in second in the competition.
The members of the team included Leslie Gentry,Jay Leslie,

Ken Richstad, Sam Taylor,
Vickie Lee, and Patricia Dawes
along with Dr. Skinner and Dr.
Freeman as their coaches.
Bob Loyd introduced four of
the nominees for the Outstanding Teacher Award and presented each of them with a certificate of merit. The nominees
were Dr. Gerry Boyles, Mr.
James Branham, Dr. Richard
Dame and Walter Ham bric .
Dr. Paul Stanton introduced
Ms. Patricia Kirkland who
was voted Outstanding Teacher of the year at Coastal Carolina and presented her with a
certificate and a check from
SGA.
John Wilson, Jr., Chairman of
the Student Affairs Committee
presented the George C. Rogers
Awards to Barbara Mack and
Charles Wright, and Dr. Lackey
presen ted certificates to the
thirteen students from Coastal
Carolina who qualified for
Who's Who Among Students in
American Colleges and Universities. They were Zandra L_
Cook, Patricia Dawes, Wanda

Glynn Fowler, Brenda Galloway, Linda Galloway, Diane
Paula Grainger,
Goldstein,
Melvin Johnson, Anne B. Lee,
Debra Ann orris, Deborah J.
Peterson, Beverly Templeton,
and Terry D. Stone.
Lynn Penrod, for Alpha M
Gamma, recognized the outstanding foreign language students. Those receiving recognition for French were Carole
AshIer, Patrice Boyd, Deborah
Dodson, Katherine Harry, Gre·
gory Hartline, Betsy Jernigan,
Robin Reavis and Danny Wilson. Recipien s for German
were Joy Chandler, Leslie Gentry, James Mueller, Connie
Oliver, Samuel Taylor and
Jacqueline Tutas while the
Spanish honorees were Wanda
Milligan, Dorothy Pate, Alvin
Smith and Genie Stroman.
Also recognized were the
editors of th col ege p bliea·
tions; Skip Opal 0 for
e
Chanticleer Katie Schrieber
for the A heneum and Preston
McLaunn and Phil Holbroo
for the Arc arios. The cla
presidents and SGA officer

COA TAL DEMO T ATE
BRAI POWE
"Yipee!" was the comment
made by the members of the
Coastal Carolina College Bowl
team on the event of their tIe
for third place at the Invitational College Bowl. The competition was held at Georgia
Tech.
This was Coastal's first appearance a t the Bowl. The team defeated old favorites such as the
University of Tennessee, Agnes
Scott, Georgia Tech,
and
Georgia Southern. The field of
questions ranged from fine arts
to science and mathematics.
Quick reaction and correct answering are what led to the
eleven win four loss record.
The coaches for the team
were Dr. Carl Freeman and Dr.
Ballou Skinner. Dr. Skinner
accompanied the team to AtIan ta as well as coaching the
team at his home. At every
round he was present to root
for the team.
Suggestions for team members were solicited from division heads and the studen ts
were then tested for final
selection on the basis of the

most correct answers. Ken
Richstad, Sam Taylor, Vicki
Lee, Patty Dawes, Jay Leslie,
and Lesiie Gentry made up the
team. Unanimously voted team
and Leslie Gentry made up the
team. Unanimously voted team
captain by the other members
was Ken Richstad, a welltravelled education major.
The fifteen round competition held on Fnday night and
Saturday morning was both
exhilarating and exhausting. Almost every other team present was friendly and helpful
and interested in Coastal. The
comradeship and admirabon
among the Coastal teammates
seems to have been a very
rewarding experience.
Berry College in Georgia won
top honors and will host the
competition next year. Next
fall the division heads will
again be asked for names of
their best students. Possibly a
local competition can be held
which will simulate the actual
game to even better prepare
Coastal's team.

DEA S & D
EET T C
The National Invitational Conference of Regional Campus
Directors and Deans will meet
in Sou h Carolina for the first
time. The annual conference
was held last year at Erie, Pennsylvania. Coastal and USC are
hosting this year and Dr. E. M.
Singleton is the director of the
conference which will be held
from April 22 through 24. Some

meetings will be held at the
Sheraton of Myrtle Beach,
which is the headquarters, and
some at the Coastal campus .
Dr. Singleton said that the
purpose of the conference is to
exchange ideas on improving
operation of programs within
a regional campus system.
Special problems arise for a
regional campus.

Coastal Carolina's 1976-1977
Outstanding Teacher Award
goes to Mrs. Patricia Kirkland
of the Nursing Department.She
has been at Coastal as a medical
surgical instructor since August
of 1972. One of the accomplishments which most impressed the selection committee was
that nurses graduated from
Coastal have the highest scores
on the State Board Nursing
Exams in the state. Three
years ago the scores were the
lowest in tbe state.
The selection committee had
an extremely difficult task in
the making of their decision.
This committee was comprised
of four students and four faculty members, all of whom had
been holders of the Outstanding
Teacher title. Dr. Lackey was
also a member of the committee_
Form letters were available to
all students to use to nominate
a full-time faculty member
who had been at Coastal for at
least a year. Thirty-four letters
were returned nominating seventeen teachers. Students were to
specify reasons for their nominations including classroom performance and service to Coasta .
The committee met to review
all of the letters. After hours
of discussion and careful examination the selection was nar-,
rowed to five outstanding
teachers. For each of the five,
two students were called upon
to act as advocates before the
committee.
Speaking most enthusiastically
on behalf of Mrs. Kirkland
were Cathy Palmore and Ann
Gable. They told of Mrs. Kirk-

land's sincere concern for her
students. Her thorough knowledge of the subject and will·
ingness to hear differences of
opinion impressed the committee_ They were told that Mrs.
Kirkland spends many hours
researching to keep abreast of
the atest development in he
field of medicine.
Since Mrs.Kirkland's arrival
at Coastal in 972, the entire
nursing curriculum has been
revamped. It i thi to which
she attribute the tremendou
improvement in the State Board
Exams.
The happy eire mstance which
brought Mrs. Kirkland to Coa tal was really the climate. The
family decided to make Pa ley's Island in to more than a
sometime vacation retreat into
their permanent home. Mr.
Kirkland is a native of South
Carolina. After a long day at
the hospital and school, lithe
real wor begins", say Mrs.
Kirklana. The family is reo
building their house. There are

ThIS year the elecuon for
s udent government will be
elected by the studen t on
Monday and Tuesday. April
19 and 20. There will be
balloung facilities in the lobby
of the Student Union BuIldmg
and everyone is encouraged 0
vote for officers who Wlll be
willing to wor hard 10 the 10
terest of Our SC 001. Candi

TO THE EDITOR:

EDITORIAL

CHANTICLEER IS SORRY
The Chanticleer would like to
apologize for the delay between issues. Because of financial problems and red tape we
have not been able to print a
paper. We sincerely hope that

you will understand and excuse
us and we, in turn, will try to
forsee and prevent such problems in the future. Thank you,
Leslie Gentry and Judy Sims,
Co-Editors 76-77.

HANDICAPPED PERSONS
HANDICAPPED
AT COASTAL
The inaccessibility of Coastal's Administration, Student
Union, and for all practical
examples the William Brice
Building,
remains virtually
unnoticed to the greater part
of Coastal's student body.
For a disabled being with as
much dignity, pride, and educational goals to achieve as
the next guy (situations prevailing as they are) achieving
his goals could prove almost
impossible.
To no avail, the problem
and the solution have been
reco~ized by the request of
those concerned. But, evidentally, there weren't enough
people convinced
because
nothing has been done. Wondering what the problem is?
1) No ramp to the Student
Union Building. 2) Only two
curb ramps. a) Without curb
ramps, curbs are an impossibility to a disabled person unless someone is passing by to
help. When a rain starts how
many people are just passing
by? b) The two curb ramps
that are available were constructed by two concerned
students last year on their
own time. (Expensive ramps
aren't necessary). c) Even
with curb
ramps painted
yellow, people park on top
of them!
They therefore
need noticeable signs. 3) The
Administration Building. a)
Only the four
classrooms
over the library are available
to wheelchair riders by means
of an elevator which can only
be wheeled to by entering
the back door of the building.
Most of us have never been
behind the building. Probably
because there's no sidewalk.
There's no accessible means
for a wheelchair to get to the
door in the first place. The
door remains constantly locked so even if you qot there.
you couJdn 't get in. b) Library use for anyone confined to a wheelchair is a
joke. Every college student
needs full access to its library. c) Math, Computer
Science, Chemistry, Marine
Science and most Biology
classes (upstairs in the Administration Building)
are
completely inaccessible
to

disa bled students. This limits
classes and even major fields
of study. 4) Williams Brice
Building. This building seems
to be lesser of the evils, but
in principle, is inaccessible by
two or three curb-size steps.
Why bother for such a
minority? Keeping democracy and Freedom for all in
mind, and all that good stuff,
human beings are human
beings. Should physically
handicapped people with the
guts to challenge be ~ubiect
(Continued On
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H.R. RUNS FOR
PRESIDENT
Students of Coastal Carolina,
I.J H. R. Privette, have placed
my name in the running for
President of The Student Government Association because I
feel that I can best serve you
in this capacity.
During my short time at
Coastal, I have worked hard
for the students of Coastal
Carolina.
To mention just a few of
my ambitions that I have
had for Coastal: a Coastal
Carolina Radio Show, which
is now a reality. I tried to
organize a coed organization
called Sori-Frat. This did not
succeed because, I did not
know enough students at Coastal. Next year I hope this
idea of a Coed Party Club will
come through. I also had an
active part in the Ski Trip that
was organized this winter. Next
year I hope more people will
be able to go_
I cannot say what the new
year at Coastal Carolina will
hold in store for you or me,
the students of Coastal Carolina . I cannot with clear conscience make promises to you
of what I am going to do. I
can promise that i H. R.
Privette, if elected as President of the Student Government Association will work
hard for you as I have done in
the past .
My sole ambition is to bring
all students as close as possible, and make your college
career a cherished memory.

We have recently become
aware that Dr. Wright has
been dismissed from Coastal
Carolina. We feel that the
reasons for his dismissal are
arbitrary and represent totally the whims of the administration,unconcerned with
the welfare of the student
body.
Through secondary
sources we have learned that
Coastal decided against renewing his contract for the
following reasons:
insufficient funds, insufficient student interest and failure to
obtain his doctorate.
Since Dr. Wright has fulfilled the official criteria for
maintaining his position at
this institution by receiving
his doctorate in Anthropology at Tulane University, we
will consider the unofficial
reasons for
his dismissal.
Insufficient student interest does not seem to be a
plausible reason for not maintaining Dr. Wright on the
faculty of Coastal. That the
interest does exist is amply
proved by the fact that beginning Anthropology classes
are filled to their capacity.
In the fall semester of th
year, special provision had to
be made in order to accommodate the overflow of students. And it is not likely
that the need for beginning
Anthropology will diminish.
For example, the education
department requires at least
one semester of Anthropology in most other divisions
Anthropology is an option
for fulfilling general education require nents. If there is
only one Anthropology instructor, then that instructor
will be carrying an overload
of classes. This implies that
his teaching proficiency will
be effected or his work outside of class related to his
field will suffer. Furthermore,
closed classes in Anthropology would mean that students would loose the opportunity of choosing between
courses that fulfilled departmental requirements.
Naturally, a student could postpone taking a required course,
but this is an unwanted possibility. It could unnecessarily
delay one from qraduatinq.

-
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Insufficient
funds does l\. ~ork . wh'ICh 1/ r~ceived attenseem to be a plausible reason hon m the FIeld and Herfor terminating Dr. Wright's aId," his competence as an incontract. We believe that it is structor, and the empathy
a serious mistake to begin shown to students outside of
cutting back a budget by dis- class. Furthermore, we feel
missing that which is essential that students have a riqht
to the institution--good teachto participate in decisions that
ers. In fact, we have proven
directly affect their career as
that the present budget can
students. The administration
and has maintained two An- • and faculty of Coastal Carothropology instructors. And tina are primarily here to
at the least this institutiort
serve the students. If the adwill receive the same funding ministration fails to recogas it did last year--$1.3
nize the needs and desires of
million dollars.
a large segment of the stuWe strongly urge that the
dent population, then they
committee should take into are failing in their obligations
account not only the necessito eht students and to the
ty for having more than one schools.
Anthropology instructor but
Sylvia Vaughan
Dr. Wright's exemplary fieldDiane Goldstein

BOB LOYD MAKES
BID FOR PRESIDENT
Bob Loyd, that 6 ft. 2 in.
accounting major who is so
familiar to those of you in
Business Department, has decided that something must
be done to turn the tide of
apathY, which has been the
prevailing climate
at this
school for the past few years,
as Bob expressed it, "I feel
the time has come for students to become more responsible and let their opinions be
known. Student's attitudes
and actions contribute significantly to the climate and
progress. of any college. We
need to start working now."
Another area the 26 year
old rising senior covered,
while discussing the students
future role in self government, was the importance of
communication between the
representative and those represented. "I want to be the
voice of the students, their
true spokesman. To better
know the needs and ideas of
studen ts," Bo b went on to
say, "I plan to be available
at least one hour every day,
so students will be able to
express their ideas, grievances,
or problems that they may
have. I can only serve the
students effectively by communicating directly with
them."
This
fresh new
approach should be welcomed. It shows his sincerity in
wanting -to further develop
inter student relationships,
which are so important to the
purpose of higher education.

JOHN WILSON
SEEKS PRESIDENCY
I, John Wilson, Jr. wculd like
to express a few words of con·
cern to you about Coastal
Carolina College. I have a profound love for Coastal Carolina College and wish to see
it prosper now and in the
future. I have been a part of
Coastal since the fall of 1973,
and have ssen many improvements come to this campus.
Some of these changes surfaced
because of my concern and
hope for this institution. We
now have an enrollment of
2,000 and are still growing,
and are now a FULL-Pledged
four-year ACCREDITED college.
As a member of various student organizations and committees I have learned a great
deal about the many problems,
needs and concerns of students,
faculty, and administrators here
at Coastal and have attempted
to work with all interested
groups to improve our situa·
tion.
In my concern for this col·
lege I will continue to give my

serVIce in any way necessary
for the benefit of students,
faculty , administrators, and the
comm uni ty at large _
During the past three years I
have served the college in many
ways: Sophomore class President, SGA Vice-President,
member of AD-HOC StudentFaculty Committee on Coastal
Funding, Vice-President , AfroAm Club, member of Gamma
Sigma Alpha, Coastal Klowns,
solicitor for American Cancer
Society, member of Admission,
Financial
and Long-Range
Planning Committee, etc .
I have served and learned
much from previous SGA 0 ficers; Jack Hancock, Pat Singleton, Nellie Smith , Georgia
Vaught, Debbie Peterson, Tom
and Jim Vogel, and if elected
to the presidency of SGA I
will carryon in their tradition .
If you think tha t I can serve
you best as President of the
Student Government Association, please VOTE for John
Wilson, Jr.

Bo b Loyd is no newcomer when it comes to
organization, in fact Bob has
been an active officer in the
following clubs and organi- .
zations; Coastal Carolina Business Club (Sec./Tres. and
President-Elect for 76-77),
The Veterans Club (Sec.trres.
for two years, member two
and a half years), The Archeology Club (Vice Pres. and
pres&nt Sec./Tres.), as well as
an active member in SGA
and business manager for the
yearbook for two years, in
addition, Bob was elected as
chairman of the Studentl
Faculty Committee which selected Coastal's Outstanding
Teacher of 1976, a responsibility not to be taken lightly,
one has to wonder how he
can be so busy and yet still
maintain
the Dean's List,
something he has done every
semester
he has attended
Coastal.
On the questions of dorms,
Bob had this to say, "One important feature of dorm life
is that it creates more social
interaction and involvement
between students."
When
asked if he would support
any action to bring dormitory life onto the campus, he
replied, "I will do everything
within my authority and influence to
encourage the
school to explore the possibilities of dormitories." He
hopes that students who desire
the
construction of
dorms will come and discuss
this matter with him, at any
time.
Another area of interest
which should concern all stu,i.ents is our relationship with
other four year colleges, as
an inde.)endently- .linded, stuclen t-oriented four year colleJe. It is important for us to
consider what other schools
have done and to know what
they have planned for the future. When asked to resRond
on this issue, Bob replied,
"Experience is man's best
teacher. 1 t is my belief, we
can make our road ahead
smoother by drawing on the
ideas,
policies,
and procedures of other small four
year colleges," he went on to
state,
"By establishing a
friendly and responsive relationship with other student
governments, we will not only
strengthen our image within
the college system, but we
will gain invaluable information to assist us in solving
problems and making plans
for our future."
Sandy Scranton

Handicap Problem (Cont' d )
to daily inaccessibilities such
as those mentioned? Would
you tolerate it? We as students probably don't willfully take for granted these
simplicities which seem luxuries to the wheelchair rider,
but we often do. The students
who have become
aware have helped to construct curbs, adhere to not
parking on these curbs, helping a wheel-relying person up
a curb or step, and I've even
seen several guys lift wheelchair and all up stairs making
the Student Union Building,
for once, completely available. These things are specialties in each even t, but disa bled persons need, as we all
do, to have for themselvas a
certain amount of sympathyfree pride in doing for themselves.
I have heard and as you
probably have too that if
you are not part of the solution, then you must be part
of the problem. I am convinced that given the materials, Coastal's student body
could construct a vast majority of the needed apparatus for wheelchairs such as 4
or 5 curb ramps and an entrance ramp or two. That's
not all that needs to be done,
but it's certainly a start and
would be as far as we could
go as a student body. The
rest is left to those higher up.
Are you interested? Do you
really even care? Who knows ..
we might be building the
that we ourselves
ramps
might one day have to use;
after all, an accident is usually unexpected.

M~[?TL~

Anyone who is genuinely
interested
may fill in his
name and drop this section
of paper into the box just
outside the Admissions Office
titled
"Project Response."
I AM INTERESTED IN THE
PROJECT: _ _ _ _ __

I WOULD BE WILLING TO
HELP: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

o

E GLE I E

STU ES ....
Dr. Rhinegold Englewine will
presen t to the' In ternational
Archaeological SOCIety a paper
entitled: Pornography in Prehistoric Coastal Tribes. The
paper deals with early communication and literary efforts
among the poorly structured
and unorganized Indiar. tribes
of the coastal plains. A prime
example of Dr. Englewine's
research involves the mystery
behind Indian mounds. Dr.
Englewine has determined that
these mounds were constructed
by adolescents within the tribes
and were communicative efforts
to copy parts of the female
anatomy. Dr. Englewine says
the fairly accurate models
represented by the mounds
were examples of primitive
pornography easy to identify,
but admits that short trenches
arranged near the mounds have
him stumped as to anatomical
and pornographic origm. Dr.
Englewine largely finances his
own work.
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Open Daily 9 A.M. - 6 P.M .
Sundays 2-6 P.M.
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C~-SET
MUSIC FOR ALL AGES
EASY LISTENING - POP - JA ZZ
BIG SA DS - CLASSICAL - SHOWTU ES
CHILDREN
COUNTRY - QuADRAPHONIC

6 203 North Kings Highway
Just North of 6 2nd Avenue Signal Light
M yrtl e Beach, S C. 29577

449-3056
Open Monday Nights to 8 P.M .

write concermng an unnoticed and dangerous social
penomenon: Homo Stupiditas.
This creature grows and is
preserved best in temperate
climates, and is unusually well
adapted to small air-conditioned rooms in schools and colleges.
For those of you unfamiliar
with this creature, I believe its
common name is "sociologist".
Without doubt, this phenomenon needs some exp anation,
particdarly for those who are
interested in understanding
superfluous cultural items.
Many years ago, people had
what used to be called common sense. For instance, everybody knew that families and
communities existed because
people learned to behave themselves It was also no secret
that there were such things as
social classes, and money and
up bringing had a lot to do

with how well you fared in life.
There then arose a conspiracy
to rob people of their folk wisdom so that they could thereafter be taught, at great expense by well paid I experts",
what their common sense had
once told them_ Suffice to say,
the plot failed. The conspirators - the first sociologist though frustrated, then hit
upon a fiendishly simple alternative plan: If they dressed up
obvious truths in complicated
language, they could s art their
entirely new subject, and do
business in every innocent mind.
That was the birth of lithe
phenomenologically valid, and
existentially legitimate" pastime of sociology. People,
hoodwinked into studying the
subject, learnt about "the process of functional socia ization", "primary and secondary
groups", and "structural theories of social stratification" .
Little did they know hat sit-

ting in a soda fo ntain, ·ng a
bit of half-ba ed int ·tion,
they could learn twice a much.
Recently, a spo e man for
the common sen e lobby had
this to say, "lsn~ it time the
sociological char tan
the
verbose voyeurs of th socia
scene, were relieved of their
duties?"
Educationalis" in Europe ar
debat"ng just this. Said on I
"We sho ld get more benefit
from sociologist if they eq ipped themselves with abc e
and mop and became windo
cleaners." The University of
Peking has alrea y decided
to give up sociology course .
Be careful though, Homo
Stupiditas doesn't lac craftiness; and yo can be sure
tha he's alreading hatching
some "humanistically oriente
v
philosophical p ea" to
himself from the righteou
wrath of th masses.
O. Pinion
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Coaslal Bas
CELEBRATION

real need to concentrate on
the positive aspects of life,
and the value of optimi~m. The
characters possess vitality and
sparkle, and the message of
the play is inspirational.
The cast included Lonnie
Chestnut, Jonathan Meyrick,
Elaine Young, Phil Holbrook,
Angela Eaddy, Polly Lee, Kim
Russell, Kelly Russell, Lisa
Reed, Deborah Dodson, Clarence Coalucki, and Charles
Black.

Coastal Carolina Theatre presented the musical "Cele bration" by Tom Jones and Harvey
Schmidt on Friday, April 9 and
Saturday the 10th. The play
was directed by student David
Johnson and choreographed by
Bruce Young. Piano accompanimen t was provided by Becky
Brunson.
"Celebration" is a musical
drama much in the same vein
as IIGodspell" according to the
director. It deals with the very
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quackquakc,qua-qua-qua-quack,
qua-quack quack." And I couIdn't agree with him more.
However, I feel that if you
can't stand the heat, get out of
the barbeque sauce.
The administration better get
its ducks in-a-row and clean up
the mess they made around the
school. It's time for them to
straighten up and fly right and
stop dropping surprises on our
heads. If they don't, one of
these days somebody is going
to take aim on them and they
will lose their places in the
administration formation.

W ANTED: WOMEN SHOPPERS

JUST $ 888

Fashion Jeans: Twin Zippers~
D kyscrapers~ Flappers., Superfits.,
Rags., etc .... L~ L WAYS ~9 .99

-AND FEATURINGCHEAP JOE'S OWN WORLD-FA 't OL:) T-~H IRTS
'75 ROCK ARTIST DESIGNS. PRODCCT \RT AN D
POT DESIGNS. 3,000 T-SHIRTS l~ EACH STORE

, "7 Shnppin).: (\-ntcr
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~
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a pair

JEAN & T-SHIRT STORES

MYRTI.E HFA(,H. S. C

~~~~~ A.B.C. PERMIT
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&

For the Lalestln FuhJen,
b~' Name Branch
701 h A \ l · . N .

512 9th Avenue North - Myrtle Beach
1614 South Irhy Street - Florence

PLUS THE PERMANENT $5.00 JEAN AND JUST AS GOOD A DEAL ON
GREAT TOPS, JACKETS, SHIRTS AND SKIRTS

Misty's

Go to

Tlie opinions of The CHANTICLEER are those of the
individuar.

Cheap

ADMINISTRATION FOWLS UP
No one likes a big stink in the
flock of the administration,
especially when it stays penned
up before the hunting, pecking
public discovers it. And the
stink that was exposed here
could have made the administration the subject of a turkey
shoot. They could have been a
group of roasted ducks. Someone has described them, although inaccurately, as a
bunch of turkeys. This seems a
little unfair because they may
be doing their best.
Dr. Duck Singletree probably
summed the problem up best
when he said, "quack qua-

The CHANTICLEER, established in 1962, is the student .
newspaper of Coastal Carolina college, a branch of USC.
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IN MYRTLE BEACH

UThis E-nd Up" is your kind of store. Fashion
shoes, tops and bottoms, India leather bags, a
complete line of fashion denim, India tops and
skirts, funky jewelry ... and much more. Come by
and get acquainted. We think you'll like us. Bring
this ad and receive a 10% discount.

WHERE HGWYS. 501
524 Broadway

AND 17 MEET

Across From Chapin
Downtown Myrtle Beach

CI 0 DAY SUCCESSFU
-

The sophomore class came
out victorious after a long afternoon of festivities fashioned
after the T.V. show "Almost
Anything Goes." One point
behind were the Freshmans
who came back with a second
great effort to take first place
in the last four events.
The festivities were held April
1 beginning at 12:3. All
classes in the afternoon were
cancelled so that all students
could have a chance to participate. Free beer was donated
by the Business Club. Events
included a water balloon toss,
a tricycle race on cooking oil,
a Sack Ruce involving five persons, Tug-O-War, Blind Football Kick (which was the only
event won by the faculty), a
Cable Spool Race, a Skating
and Hopping Race, a ride in
? golf cart with a blind driver
and a back seat driver, and also
a flour grab that you had to

CURRICULUM (Cont' )
Five other state schools have
recently adopted the same
field-based system, although
still in the developmental stages.
They are Winthrop and Newberry Colleges, South Carolina
State, Furman University and
University of South Carolina
"This program will in the
future make the public schools
of Horry County an extension
of Coastal's campus through
their involvement with one
another," says Dr. Hunt.

COAST L
GETS
NO EY
A bill was introduced to the
House Ways and Means Committee to place taxes on campsites, vending machine, and a
sales tax on newspaper to raise
$1.2 million in state revenues
to then be distributed to three
branches of USC: Spartanburg,
Aiken, and Coastal. All three
regional campuses have only
two-year funding and two of
them, Coastal and Spartanburg,
are already four-year colleges.
Next year Aiken plans to become a four-year school also.
Plans for new buildings for
the Coastal campus have been
drawn for over a year but a
freeze had been imposed on
capital improvement funds. This
freeze has now been lifted and
$2 million have been released
so that building may commence.
The construction of a new
library-classroom building wil
come first and will greatly
improve Coastal's chance of
getting accredited as a fouryear college.
Representatives Hodges of
Horry County was behind the
introduction of the bill into
the House Ways and Means
Committee_ A committee of
concerned students and faculty
members met with Hodges to
discuss our plight with him.
Dr. Ballou Skinner and Bill
Baxley went along with Debbie
Peterson and Jack Hancock,
student body president. Many
letters from a variety of concerned Coastal boosters may
have been influential in calling attention to Coastal's need
for funds.

see to believe.
Members from each class
participated plus the faculty.
The winners of each event
received 10 big points. The
team in second were awarded
5 points, third place 3 points,
fourth place 1 point , and the
losers received no points. The
judges were Jerry Soles, Beth
Thomas, Debbie Lee, John Wilson, Jeanne Casey and Stu
Strothers.
The festivities were topped
off by a concert by Steamboat
Springs held on the football
football field. Regardless of
the cold weather there was a
good turn out. All in all, the
students and faculty who participated in and watched the
happenings on the Coastal
Carolina campus on April 1
thoroughly enjoyed themselves.
And, to the organizers and the
people responsible for Cino
Day, it was a job well done.

COASTAL ATTE S
AT EETI G
By GIL BERR
On March 26 and 20 The
Mathematical Association of
America, an organization for
college teachers, students, and
others interested in mathematics, held its Annual Southeastern Meeting in Charlotte,
N. C. Some of the Who's Who
in Mathematics that attended
the meeting were Joel' Brawley
of Clemson, Murray Klamkin
of the University of Waterloo,
and Ivan Niven of The University of Oregon. Professor Niven
gave a tremendous lecture on
the Methods of Solving Maxima and Minima Problems
without calculus, actually working many of the standard text
book problems.
During the two days of
sessions, papers were presented
in the following categories: a
student section, two sections
on the teaching of math, a
section on combinatoric and
number theory, the use of
computers, algebra, analysis,
and linear algebra, and probability. There were several outstanding papers presented. One
of these was one on the use of
Baetchp Processing as a tool
for teaching Elementary Statistics courses, presen ted by
Herman Senter and Carl Ahlers
of Clemson. Another interesting paper was given by Donald
Jordan, of USC on "One-to
One" Mathematics, as a new
approach to teaching math.
Last but not least was a paper
on the various generalizations
of Pascal's famous classical Triangle, given by our very own
Dr. Saxena.
The meeting was on the
whole, very successful. The
Central Piedmont Community College hosted the meeting
on its beautiful campus. Also
on campus for the meeting
were representatives of several
publishing companies with their
newest books, aJ'ld a representative from Hewllet-Package
displaying their full line of calculators. The only dissapointing part of the meeting were
the two films. They were on
the Match Therom and the
Marriage Therom, I wasn't sure
whether they were serious or a
joke. The films were of poor
quality.

Coastal Carolina's baseball
team got off to a bad start
dropping the first seven games
of the regular season on the
road. The seven losses came at
the hands of four of the top
ten teams in the country:
J.acksonville University, University of South Florida, Georgia Southern and South Carolina. The Chanticleers opened
the first game at home with a
6-4 win over the University of
Maryland.
Coach John Vrooman and the
Conway Chamber of Commerce
organized and sponsored the
First Annual Coastal Carolina
Invitational Baseball Tournament. The teams participating
were Armstrong State, Eastern
Connecticut and Miami, Ohio
for a three day, double elimination tournament. Coastal finished 2nd in the tournament
behind Miami of Ohio, the
Mid-American
Conference
champs of 1975.

Coastal placed three players
on the all tournament team by
positions: Blac King - right
hand pitcher, Randy Owens designated hitter, and Don
Landrum - Center field.
The district race has been a
close one with ewberry and
currently Coastal is 6-2 on the
season with a good shot at

the district crown.
The pitching has no
en
very consistent all year, due to
strong opponen t and
days which makes arm
The pitching staff consi
of
Randy Owen 3-5, Bla e Kin
5-3, Joe Stethers 1-4, Larry
Davis 2-3, an S e
illiam
1-0 for the year thus far.

The most consistent player She also feel
for the Lady Chants Tennis location near
Team this season has been tennis facilitie
Dora Parmley who has won help.
the most improved player
The La y Chants are 5·2 on
award this year. IIDora is very the season and all the playe
serious about her game and are from the yrtIe Be ch and
works at it very hard," Coach Conway area. The ro er .
Woods said.CoachStellaWoo s, follows: 1 - Anna Beth Oli e in her first year as coach of the Conway. 2 - Barbra
acLady Chants, said the majo
yrtle Beac . 3 - Susan B llpro blem facing Coastal Caro- amy-Conway. 4 - Beth Allenlina Woman's Tennis is the Myrtle Beach. 5 - Dora Parmlack of funds and a need for ey-Conway. 6 - J dy Ba erdorms. She feels that Coastal Myrtle Beach. 7 - Kimmie
would be a contender in the McKinan· yrtl Beach.
district as well as in the state.

EE
The Chanticleer is pleased
to congratulate one of Coastal's most interesting faculty
members, Newell Wright, on
his attainment of a Ph.D. in
anthropology. His dissertation was on his field work at
a site in Yorkshire, England
through the auspices of Oxford University. Working conditions on the barren moors
included cold, rain, snow, and
strong, chilling winds. Living conditions were also hazardous as well as strenuous
for Newell; there were ten
women students and he having to share a two bedroom
accommodation.
Visiting Newell's office is
an intriguing trip backwards
in time, as far back as the
time of the mastadon. Artifacts,
including mastadon
tusks, are spread about on all
surfaces. Some of them look
to the untrained like simple
chips of pebbles.
The pieces de resistance
of artifacts is a lifeless pet
which is kept in a coffee
tin - a carefully prepared
shrunken head replete with
lustrous black hair. It is disconcertingly recent approximately
fifty years. With
much research into the fine
art of head shrinking, Newell
says that all he needs now to
do it himself is a good head ....
Perhaps to lop off the
head of his specimen he
could use one of the stone
tools which he makes with
his classes. To demonstrate
the efficiency of a primative-seeming tool he will actually shave himself with his
product.
Before graduation from
high school in Iran, Newell
collected his education from
thirty schools all over the
world.
His B.A. is from
Southwestern and his M.A.
from Tulane, in New Orleans
which he considers his hometown. Before coming to Coastal in 1974 Newell was parttime instructor a t the main
campus.
Currently under Dr.Wright's
supervision is the mastadon
dig at Surfside and a sunken
ship in the Black River. For
the latter project seu ba gear

must be used to explore he
well-preserved wreck under
twenty-five to thirty feet of
water. Artifacts brought up
from the ship date it around
1750.
Other projects in which
Newell has been involved include digs in Yucatan, France,
Iran, Scotland, ew Mexico,
and Louisiana. In Yucatan all
the workers spoke only Spanish so that progress was hindered until the English spea ers acquired a command of
Spanish. The project was the
unearthing of a lost ayan
city over a thousand years
old.
As a novice at the site in
Albuquerque, Newell was deposited in the middle of the
desert sixty miles from anywhere
with eighty other
people.
Every two weeks
water had to be brought in.
Accommodations this time
tents the only refuge from
sandstorms which billowed
up around them. The reward
for any discomfort was the
finding of a dry cave in which
such everyday eighthundredyear-old items as clothing
nets and a chewing tobacco
equivalent were found perfectly preserved.
Should lack of funding
thwart the growth of ·Coastal's Anthropology Department, Dr. Wright may have
to look for greener digs.
Hopefully, his research in this
area will continue so that the
coastal community
if not
Coastal College, may benefit
from the fascinating findings.

Coos I To

The Coastal Carolina Conce t
Choir will pre ent their Annual
Spring Concert Thursday, April
22, during activitie period t
12:45. The program will
held outdoors in the ho eshoe,
ue to the tremendo
ucces
of the Bicentennial concert at
the Convention Cente. Som
excerpts from the Febr ry
concert that will be includ in
thi program are The edIey
from George M. Dna, Yan
Doodle, and other. Soloi t
for the program will includ
. Ie ,
Donna Smoa Denni
Everette Davidson Donnie Bo .
er , Paul Hurley, and accompanist are 'ke Floyd Ann
Lee, and Everette Davi on.
The en emble wIll al 0 b
featured.
Since presenting th BIcentennial Concert, th choir ha
been invited to sing on many
occasions, includmg the ann
Annual Arts and Craf Fesuval in Murrells Inle , the Atheneum Society Banque, th
Award Banquet, the Intern
Medicine Convention and 0 her.
The director,
rs. Carolyn
Cox, has many excltlng pan
for next year, 0 if 'nter
d
m joining the choir get in
touch with her.
r

a e all

Each year Coastal has a formal P u One ho p ay di 0 top
in the spring. Thi year, in forty. As alway, the policy
honor of the nation's bicen- of concerning refreshment i
tennial, the theme of the dance BYOB. For thl special event,
is also bicentennial. Formal the Campus Union i expecting
attire may be seen alo g with a larg, happy turnout. Th
dress from the Revolutionary danc will be he d a 8 '00 p.m.
Period. The band performing at the yrtle Beach Convention
will be the Fabulou Friends Center.

- - - FIELD-BASED-CURRICULUM OFFERED

THEATER SUPPORT
STRONG

"Theater students are demanding .it and community
support is strong," said Dr.
Janie Jones, Department
Chairman and Theater Director at Coastal Carolina, speaking on the prospects of a
four year theater curriculum.
The theater enrollment has
jumped from 23 to 179 students since Jones came to
Coastal five years ago to start
a theater program.
"Since then we have produced a variety of plays to
appeal to the general public
and to give students flexability with a number of themes,"
said Jones.
"We have produced three
distinct types of plays," Jones
continued, "major, student
directed, and work shop. Major has attracted the general
public to such productions
as "The Music Man" and
liThe Pajama Game."
"Two
student directed
plays were produced in the
fall of 1975. They were "A
Breeze from the Gulf, " directed by senior Bruce Young
and "The Star Spangled Girl,"
directed
by senior David
Johnson, said Jones. "Studen ts do receive credit hours
toward a degree for this
work," Jones concluded.
"Work Shops" deal with a
heavier theme and little attention is given to sets. One such
play was "Boys in the Band,"
said Jones.
Jones stated that, "the
purpose of every play is to
present ideas. If an audience
absorbs these ideas then the
play has been successful,"
she concluded.

Jones credits Dr. Edward
M. Singleton,
Director of
Coastal
Carolina, for the
number of plays Coastal has
been able to produce.
"Being
pro-theater and
culturally interested, he has
aided the theater department
in securing outside funds, "
Jones said.
Jones boasts of the fact
that since
1972 box receipts have covered all set
pieces, costumes, royalties
and props except $1600.
"Although it is not the
responsibility of a university
theater department to be
self-sufficient Coastal has to
concern itself with box receipts since the department
isn't funded
a significant
amount of money to produce plays," stated Jones.
"The first Coastal Carolina Summer Theater in 1975
was successful and operated
at a profit," said Jones proudly.

Coastal Carolina College of
the University of South Carolina holds a unique position of
being the only South Carolina
College offering a full year
round program with field experiences and lab facilities in
Archeology. An extensive curriculum in Anthropology with
emphasis on Archeology and
Physical Anthropology are offered for students. The lab
facilities and the field station
are different from other South
Carolina Institutions because
of the year round opportunities for courses and practical
field experiences in Archaeological Research.
This coming summer Coastal plans to offer the same
hard work, exciting finds, comradeship, experience and academic studies, the students
participating last summer enjoyed. Some of them have continued working through the fall
and spring semester; others
have graduated.
Interested students are invited to participate this summer in the Archaeological
Field School and excavation
sponsored by Coastal Carolina
College of the University of
South Carolina. The excavation site and facilities are
located on Arcadia Plantation, a private estate owned
by Mr. and Mrs. Wallace
Pate.

"We gave 47 performances
of "Godspell" and "Cabaret,"
alternately, to 4,455 persons
in the Myrtle Beach Junior
High School gym," states
Jones.
"I am the only full-time
theater professor," said Jones
"although we do have three
part-time professors. Our theater courses correspond with
USC's curriculum and one
day we hope to offer a full
four year program in theater," she said.
"In conclusion,"
Jones
said, "I feel that if nothing
else has been accomplished
we have brought to the general public of Conway and
Myrtle Beach the awareness
that the theater is as much an
entertainment form as movies. "
"For the first time, Myrtle
Beach has offered the New
York Theater Series to the
"Producing some of the most
public. Also the local junior qualified teachers in the counand high schools are becom- try is the goal of the teaming active in theater produc- taught, field-based, competions," said Jones.
tency-based teacher-education
program at Coastal Carolina,"
said Dr. James Rex, Division
of Education Chairman.
The most fascinating aspect
of this curriculum is the fieldbased component in which all
students must display competence before graduating.
"This field-based curriculum
The National Volunteer Program held a three-day seminar is more extensive than the
at Coastal's campus April 11- familiar student teaching," said
14. Invited to attend were ad- Dr. Gilbert Hunt, Director of
ministrators and advisors of field experience.
college student volunteer or Field experience takes place
service-learning programs. The in the public school system. In
seminar was helpful to those one public school in Horry
in the process of starting a County there are as many
service-learning prog am on Coastal students as faculty.
their campus, or to those con- Freshmen only observe teachtinually seeking new informa- ing in the classroom; juniors,
tion and skills to improve an serve as teachers' aides. First
semester seniors in Block I
already existing program.
The seminar was designed to tutor and present limited teaassist in clarifying the purpose ching assignments. Second seand functions of a college pro- mester seniors in Block II
gram by helping in planning spend the last two months of
the needs assessments of the their senior year in a classroom
community and students. Skills actually team-teaching with the
in recruiting, screening, placing instructor. All education courand training volunteers will be ses are combined to form
discussed. Techniques of plan- blocks of instruction with
ning and evaluation were shar- teams of instructors. He will
ed to increase the effectiveness assume the entire planning and
instructional responsibility of
of a volunteer project.
An opportunity to meet the classroom instructor but,
other people who are working before this happens, the inwith service-learning programs structor takes a graduate course
was also provided. Other rep- at Coastal. A Supervision of
resentatives were invited to Student Teaching.
bring literature and audio-visu- At any time the public school
als about with others in a classroom teacher may become
special evening session set aside a part of team-teaching in the
for this puspose. Teams of two education classes at Coastal.
or more people from each Meanwhile, faculty members at
school were encouraged to Co stal may team-teach in the
attend to maximize the ability pu blic school classrooms. This
to take tull advantage ot the can last an en tire semester.
resources available to facili- As Dr. Hunt explained, "Coastate planning for back home tal's team-teaching takes place
when two to six faculty memapplica tion.

We know at this stage very
little about early man in
South Carolina; the time of his
arrival, the subsequent cultural development of prehistoric man, and geographical
movements of people and their
cultures, prior to the arrival
of the Spaniards in 1521. Very
few excavations have been
carried out in the state, and
most of them were concerned
with the Early Colonial Period.
The South Carolina Coastal
Plains offer a unique position
for the study of early man and
his culture. The river system
and connecting bach areas
offered a favorable place for
living.
The Coastal Plains area between the North Carolina border and Charleston has been
virtually untouched by archeologists. A rich potential is waiting here for any archeologist
to contribute not orly to the
history of man in South
Carolina, but to the history of
man in the United States in
general.
Arcadia Plantation and DeBordieu Colony are located on
Waccamaw Neck, which covers
the Atlantic Ocean and the
Waccamaw River. It is rich in
history of early colonial settlements, rice cultures, and plantation life with ruins of old
plantations, rice mills, graveyards and tar kilns. Evidence
of prehistoric cultures have al-

ready been proven by excavations and radiocarbon dating '
on DeBordieu, covering the
time span from 700 A.D. 4500 B.C.
Participants in the summer
school program have available
camp sites and camping trailer
facilities. Oh, bring your tent
or camper, we provide only
the facilities.
The camp is immediately adjacent to Highway 17 with
access to the Waccamaw River
for recreation and boating; in
addition, there is access to a
private beach. Resort fun and
excitemen't are available on the
Grand Strand within a 20 minute drive of the excavation site.
All courses, the field school
and excavation will be under
Engelmayer, Associate Professor of Archeology and Anthropology at Coastal Carolina
College of the University of
South Carolina, assisted by a
second archeologist and field
assistants; courses can be taken
for undergraduate or graduate
credit. There will be 4 courses
offered this summer and a list
is available in the summer
schedule.
The working week will be
Monday through Friday 8 :00
A.M. - 5:00 P.M. Don't delay.
Registrations are limi ted and
summer is nearly here. For
more information write: Coastal Carolina College of the University of South Carolina,
Conway, South Carolina.

COASTAL CAROLINA - One of A Kind----

COASTAL
HOSTS
ACTION

bers give large and small group
instruction to students on how
to apply learning theories to
classroom situations. It allows
for students to receive more
than one opinion on the same
material. "
"Coastal's education faculty
hopes to make a complete
assessment of public school
needs in Horry County and
Woodland Park at Myrtle Beach
Air Force Base. This will be
done in conjunction with the
Horry County Administration
Unit, under the direction of Dr.
R. W. Doepner, fusistant Superintendent," stated Dr. Rex.
"Their goal is two-fold: First,
to develop to its full potential
the quality of teaching in the
public school system, and second, to develop a competencybased curriculum for training
prospective teachers. An agreement will be signed by both
parties to work toward these
two goals," explained Dr. Rex.
"We also hope to eliminate
the ivory tower image many
graduates in education have
toward teaching before they
reach their classrooms, II says
Dr. Rex.
Often, a new instructor finds
himself in front of a class of
30 or more students and
suddenly realizes he can't apply
his newly learned teaching
methods. He find~ . many of
his students are reading below
grade level. liThe instructor
then finds himself back to
'how can I teach these students?' liAs a result," says
Dr. Rex, "prospective teachers at Coastal are required to
take at least one reading course.
In class we emphasize content
areas of learning for students
who can't read."
"Micro·teaching clinics are
also an innovation in teaching," stated Dr. Hunt. liThe
student prepares a lesson for an

imaginary classroom, and presents it to his peers or public
school pupils. At this time the
lesson is being video-taped for
a later critique by the teamteachers and the student's
peers," stated Dr. Hunt. In
other words, a student isn't
merely required to pass some
written objective test which
mayor may not reveal how
competent hs is in the classroom.
Before going from one block
to another the student has to
actually demonstrate his competency in handling a classroom, either by video-tape or
in the classroom.
The first block consists of
only one class, required for
freshmen. It is an introduction
course which familiarizes the
student with the various levels
of education. The freshman has
two field experiences at each
level: early childhood, kindergarten through third grade;
intermediate, fourth through
sixth grades; junior high, seve th through ninth gra es; and
high school, tenth through
twelth grades.
"The purpose is to give the
student a feel for teaching,"
said Dr. Rex, "by observing
a classroom instructor. If teaching is still his objective at
the end of his freshman year
then the student's sophomore
year will entail filling requirements but no specific education courses."
"Concentration on how to
teach comes at the junior and
senior level," said Dr. Hunt.
A student has to complete
one block before proceeding
to the next block. Education
majors must complete four
team-taught, field-based, competency-based blocks to graduate.
(Continued On Page 5)

